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SUBJECT:  Stipends (Monte Kramer) 
 

The Budget Module brings to BAC two items for discussion and confirmation of process 
moving forward into Banner.  1.  Stipends and 2.  Salary Policy for those employees hired after 
January 1st. 
 
1.  Stipends 
 

It has come to Budget Module’s attention to identify the need for stipends in the Banner 
world.  In PayPerS, some institutions provide a stipend to the department chair or leadership to 
account for total salary of that employee.  In Banner, since we have set up the system by position 
(role) versus employee, an employee would have a position identified as Department Chair and a 
position identified as faculty.   

 
Example A – Identifying Salary for Faculty who is also a Chair: 
 
PayPerS  
Jane Doe    
75% 75,000    
25% 25,000 (Stipend = 10,000)     
Total $100,000     
 
Banner  
Jane Doe 
Position RE9999   Position RE9998 
75% 67,500    25% 32,500  (10,000 + 22,500)  
Based on Market/Discipline  Based on Market/Discipline   
Total Salary $100,000 
 
Example B - Identifying Salary for Faculty when no longer Chair: 

 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 The Budget Module recommended a policy of including the stipend for Department 
Chairs in the total salary.  BAC endorsed and approved the recommendation for AAC review. 



PayPerS  
Calculation to Full-time Faculty 
100,000 – 10,000 = 90,000 
90,000 * .818 = 73,620 
 
Banner  
RE9999 
(67,500/0.75) = 90,000 
90,000 * .818 = 73,620 
 
Banner allows the position to be paid at the position’s worth, based on market and 

discipline.   The employee is paid by means of two different positions (Faculty and Department 
Chair).  When employee Jane Doe terminates the Department Chair duties and goes to full-time 
faculty, the salary calculation will be on the faculty position only. 

 
Currently a stipend is not used consistently across the institutions as well as salary policy 

therefore is not applied consistently across the institutions. 
 

The Budget Group has identified the following Pros and Cons: 
 

Pros       
1. Banner Functionality allows Position Budgeting 
2. Positions Separate Faculty and Chair  
3. This will show as two separate earnings 
4. Ease of Budgeting – Salary Policy and Applying Salary Amounts 
5. Ease of Reporting 
6. Consistency across the Regental System 
7. Could free up salary policy due to application of salary policy (Inst Priorities, Market, 

and Performance) on total Department Chair – Faculty Piece. 
 

Cons 
1. Change in Practice 
2. Letter of Offer will need to be modified to show two pieces (Faculty and Chair) 
3. Initial impact to salary policy (market piece of chair will or may be impacted due to 

inclusion of stipend) 
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